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Importance of building on what we know about
children’s learning:
a sociocultural framework
Children learn from interactions with the world
around them:
people and relationships
semiotic systems including language in use
environment, as mediated
Links between imagination and the ‘profound
penetration of reality’ (Vygotsky, 1987: 349)
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Kris Gutiérrez Foreward:
children’s repertoires of
practice

Silvia Manieri, working with cover
designer Giovanni Napolitano at Seid.

“When you think of
children, the first thing that
comes into your mind is an
explosion of energy and
colours and in this contest
we thought to use different
colours for different
environment, even if some
elements are common to the
human race.”
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World Book Day – 3rd March 2016
Response of the UK Schools’ Minister,
Nick Gibb: to celebrate…
“our
relentless
focus on
phonics”
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“I would like to argue for an expanded view of learning as
the organization of possible futures – one that requires a
more interventionist stance to remediate the current
conditions in which nondominant youth learn and
appropriate multiple literacies in particular…. Conceiving
of learning as the development of new trajectories is
fundamental to designing new possibilities, to remediate
extant, and often reductive, understandings of students’
linguistic repertoires of practice, their construction, both
locally and historically, and their possibilities in processes of
learning.”
Gutiérrez, (2013: xxix)
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Pedagogy - an ongoing collective accomplishment
across time and space.
“Educators must consider seriously the positive
affordances of the school as a meeting place, the
students as a dynamic collective, and the classroom as a
learning space where people can learn together and
accomplish together tasks they could not produce on
their own.” p. 155

“In all classrooms, teacher communication was found to be
pivotal in conveying high expectations, modelling ways of
approaching problems and enabling complex learning. “ (p.
155)
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Data collected
School website & social media observations
School tours
Lesson observations – plus debriefings with focus children,
debriefing with teacher
Study of artefacts & texts
Digital log exercise – asking children and their carers to make
some records of out of school use of technologies – carried
out on a school day and a weekend day (2 meetings)
Questionnaires – asking teachers to describe some effective
lessons including reflections on the use of technologies
Interviews – with Head, ICT coordinator and others
ICT equipment audit
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NP3 aligns with this COST project in many of its aims.
From the White Paper (Sefton-Green et al, 2016):
aims at
societal and economic benefits (employability)
“critically engaged and responsible citizens, ultimately
able to enhance their life chances.”
“issues relating to internet safety, family digital
literacy and early childhood education….curriculum
and pedagogy..”
“identifying current best practice…” (p. 29)
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Led by Peter Twining at the Open University; OU & Lancaster colleagues
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NP3 Exploratory Study A
30iPads per Year group
(shared between 3

http://newpasturelaneprimary.
co.uk/
School waiving anonymity to
share practice
S’Cool Radio
Would you be glad if you
downloaded their free app,
explored their website and
communicated with them.
Search for “New Pasture Lane”
in app stores.

classes) +
BYO iPad
since 2012
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Q1
What are the digital practices that pupils bring to their
learning in school?

NP3 ES 9 Digital Log Pupil C image 15-12-15 10.JPG
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RQ2a Describe the pedagogy in the school

NP3 ES 9 School tour image 15-11-23
20.jpg
NP3 ES 9 School tour image 15-11-23 19.jpg

NP3 ES 9 School tour image 15-11-23 19
NP3 ES 9 School tour image 15-11-23 20
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NP3 ES 9 school tour image 15-11-23 49
NP3 ES 9 school tour image 15-11-23 50
NP3 ES 9 school tour image 15-11-23 51
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RQ2b How is the school drawing on the relationships
between formal, non-formal and informal practices?

Parent : Oh it’s just so easy, calendar dates get it up
its where are we going on holiday, oh one minute!
It is though isn’t it? Oh what’s happening this
week let me get the… and it’s just there. You don’t
have to rake around finding the newsletter, you go
on the app, you’ve always got your phone it’s
always there… You know they’re learning
Christmas songs at the minute so what did H do
this weekend? Go on the app practicing them-
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RQ3
What institutional circumstances and practices enable or
undermine how pupils’ digital competencies and practices are
recognised (RQ1) and integrated into teachers’ practice (RQ2)?
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NP3 Exploratory Study B
http://www.littlet
30 iPads per Year group
ownschool.org.u
(shared between 3 classes) +
k/
BYO iPad

since 2012

School waiving
anonymity to
share practice S’Cool Radio
Would you be
glad if you
visited their
website including
blogs and twitter
feeds &
interacted with
them.
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Q1
What are the digital practices that pupils bring to their
learning in school?
Oh they’re like sponges. Definitely. C [5yo] teaches F
[3yo] everything, yeah, he’ll show her how to do
something and then that’s it, she’s off. Even down to the
Sky TV, she knows how to rewind and fast-forward and
go in the planner and find a program that she likes.
[gasp from other participant]. Yeah, she looks for ‘D’ for
Dora, she stands close to the screen and goes “there’s a
‘d’” and then she says “is this Dora Mummy?” and I
say “Yes this is Dora.” And then she says, “I’ll press
play, it’s the triangle,” so she knows it’s the triangle.
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RQ2a Describe the pedagogy in the school

Observation in the EY classroom; focus children aged between 3 years 9
months and 5 years 1 month (though the oldest not part of this activity)

NP3 ES LS Observation A Part 1 image 15-11-11 1
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NP3 ES LS Observation A Part 1 image 15-11-11 2
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NP3 ES LS Observation A Part 1 image 15-11-11 3
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NP3 ES LS Teacher A interview_debrief image 15-11-11 2
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RQ2b How is the school drawing on the relationships
between formal, non-formal and informal practices?
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RQ3
What institutional circumstances and practices enable or
undermine how pupils’ digital competencies and practices are
recognised (RQ1) and integrated into teachers’ practice (RQ2)?
Strong commitment by Head to engaging with digital technologies, “woven
into all aspects of school life”:
“One example of how we empower and build upon children’s digital
competencies and practices is through the using of i-pads within lessons
across the curriculum in many different ways:
• Teachers plan to use a variety of apps and games eg: Minecraft, Angry
Birds and grammar games to develop creative ways to inspire and teach
children as well as develop basic English and Maths skills
• The i-pads are also used a tool to film the children from which they can
evaluate their performance in areas such as PE and drama
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• The children use them independently to research different aspects
of the curriculum by searching the internet
• In geography lessons the children use sites that allow the children
to take a virtual tours of different places across the globe
• Children read blogs and enter comments onto them in guided
reading sessions
• Children use the i-pads to add comments to activities on the school
blog that are linked to their learning
• Downloaded texts and picture books (via kindle) are also shared on
the interactive whiteboard using a lead to link the i-pad
• Digital leaders within classroom ensure that the equipment is cared
for within the classroom and stored correctly
There are many creative ways in which our school i-pads are being
used across the curriculum at Littletown school.”
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Interim Conclusions
Premature to give final conclusions while research underway, however in my
opinion these case studies give firm support to the ideas by Levy, Yamada-Rice &
Marsh, (2013):
Principle 1: Teachers have clear pedagogic objectives which technologies are used
to support.
Principle 2: Out-of-school experiences and interests are built upon in school.
Principle 3: Teachers might not always hold all the expertise.
Principle 4: The value of authentic communications with those beyond the
classroom.
Principle 5: Motivation and engagement are key to learning, new technologies can
play a part in enhancing creativity.
Assessment a key challenge.
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Interim Conclusions
Assessment a key challenge.
“Until policy makers fully embrace the implications
of the advancement of the digital ale and create the
conditions in which appropriate and relevant
curriculum pedagogy can be developed, it is up to
inspired and inspiring teachers and those who
research alongside them to illustrate what can be
done and to highlight the significance of this work.”
Levy, Yamada-Rice & Marsh (2013: 341).
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Discussion
http://edfutures.net
http://www.np3.org
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Schools:
New Pasture Lane Primary School app
http://newpasturelaneprimary.co.uk/
http://www.littletownschool.org.uk/
Twitter: @LittletownEYs, @LittletownSch

Thank you!
Julia Gillen,
Email: j.gillen@lancaster.ac.uk
Twitter: @juliagillen
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